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Article 7

source would be the taxpayer. The
obvious weaknesses of such a scheme
are evident throughout the world,
where excessive cost , overutilization,
inferior care, rrtigration of the most
competent physicians, and bureaucratic bungling are consistently
present. Despite false and misleading
use of statistics, America does have the
best medical care in the world. It will
remain in the forefront as long as it
remains free of governmental regimentation.
As has been stated, governments are
instituted to maintain the rights of
each individual - including those of
the physician. It is not the prerogative
of government to coerce doctors into
providing services . The incentive for
physicians to serv( others results from
the satisfactions derived from doing
so. A doctor serves others for humanitarian, monetary . status, or other
motives which are satisfying. All satisfactions enjoyed by a practitioner
would be diminished were his services
demanded as a "right."
A unique, comparatively unchanging
relationship in this fast changing world
has been the rapport between doctor
and patient. May this most important
relationship not be sacrificed to the
Humpty Dumpties who would provide
us with inaccurate definitions of
words, thus aiding them in their goal
to control our lives.

Editorial Comment
Dr. Leithart and Professor L
will be seen to be in disagreem f
the derivation, interpretatio
application of the term, "righ ,
Leitlzart has emplzasized that
ment functions not to grant ri6
to protect inalienable and '
rights.
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The essayists further agree tha 'life"
is an example of an inalienabl right.
F~rtlzer, they botlz admit tha ather
rights "emanate" from this bas1 right.
They part company when an t · empt
is made to identify the cr Jllary
rights. The reader is urged to c npare
Professor Buckley's material utl ~r the
heading of "Analysis of 0 1osile
Viewpoints" with Dr. Leithart :ssay.
It seems to me that Dr. Lc
interpretation of a corolla
derived, or "emanating" right
chooses) is too na"ow [or p
application. To say tlzat one Jza~
to life but not to elements wilt
civilized society are absolute/}
sary to preserve tlzat life, e.g.,
care, education, etc., puts sue/
restriction on the elemental "
life" as to effectively negate i
practical (real) order.
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some anxiety , some hurrtility,
modesty' r come before you this
to talk about some persistent
. What I am going to talk to
about was what 1 once gave as a
that took 16 hours, so 1 don' t
you can expect me this morning·
able to cover all of those aspects.
just going to pick out a few that
might find of some interest.

or course,

the first one has to do
the problem of medical man. There is no question in my
that as we look ahead to the
of the 70's, and perhaps even
, the most persistent problem is
lbortage of manpower and womanin the health professions.

tlrbur

Cohen, well known Secretary

tl/ Health, Education and Welfare

v:H.P.

Wer the administration of President
L1ftdon B. Johnson. Generally credtedwith being the author of many of
fir provisions of the "Medicare"
ltatlliition, D ean Cohen now is associfled With the University of Michigan
• ' consultant in Health and Welfare
8ld Dean of Education.

Last year when I addressed the
Medical Association of Deans of
Medical Schools, I wholeheartedly supported the AMA-AAMC position that
in the course of the next decade we
should double tl1e freshman class in
medical schools from about 9,000 at
the present time to about 18,000.
The same thing is true regarding
nurses and other medical personnel.
But I believe it is very , very important and it is very incumbent upon
the medical profession , and all the
medical and health professions in this
area, to work together with government in the development and expansion of medical schools on the
construction side , in the expansion of
faculty and in the student financial aid
as perhaps the number one problem.
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RISING COSTS
Certainly, we aU know that because
of the problem of rising costs, it is
obvious that if we have a continued
shortage of professional personnel,

,_ Cohen's article was origina/Jy pub 1· lied in the November, 1968 issue of the
State Medical Journal. The o,/itors ha11e granted permission for Th e
l.inacre Quarterly to re-publ:sh Mr. CO•l·!n ·s e~ v.
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prices will inevitably rise. There is no
way to repeal the economic law of
supply and demand. lf supply is short
and demand goes up which are the two
things which will be happening during
this decade, which has been happening
the latter part of this decade, the
problem will become even more intense.

good deal about it and that, I tink,
must involve a complete revie and
possible revision of the medical ·hool
curriculum.

As I speak later about the problem
of extending the delivery of medical
care to many people who don't have
it, the problem of demand is going to
become even more severe within the
next ten years, and so, for that reason,
I urge - I gently request and I suggest
that the medical profession seek to
work with government in the whole
area of manpower.

As a matter of fact, in my
last November at Houston, I
mended another Flexner Con
to completely review medical
education.

It is absolutely essential, and I think
there is very little controversy today as
against ten years ago about the need
for cooperation with government in
the development of the fmancing of
this important area.

Many millions of dollars are involved. I think if the medical profession were to work constructively
with government, as I hope they will
work with Dr. Egeberg, that it will be
possible in the next few years to make
a monumental impact on this problem,
and no area of AMA-professiongovernment relationship has the possibility of greater constructive possibilities than were the medical profession now to enter wholeheartedly into
thi s whole area. I think it wiJI be
possible. I am not pessimistic at all.

REVISIO'l OF CURRICULUM
There 1 a second area that was
discussed . that time that I think is
mportant, 1d I do not feel competent
1 ) talk abo
it in detail but I read a

I believe as I study the
aspects of the medical school (
lum that it is now too long a
complex and doesn 't re y&~s
adaptation to current needs.

rious
cricu1 too
t an

happen to be one of those who
strongly believed over the years
pre-payment and group practice. I
myself been a member of the
of directors of a group practice
for some years - a member of a
practice plan for some 27 years.
to be one of those who have
quite satisfied with the quality of
lltdical care I received from the group
Jllctice plan.

>eech

·comuttee

I am not trying to say that you
individually, or that you collectively
ought to endorse group practice, but 1
think for a sizable , perhaps still minority of professionals and patients, it
represents a substantial area of possible adaptation to changing needs.
So, without trying to precipitate a
result, I think we at least ought to
open the dialogue about that , and I
would hope with Dr. Egeberg's selection , this would be one of the ite~m
that would come up for discussion.

~hool

There are a number of other 1 alters
that I could express some views n.
I think a review of the .vho~
method of how we pay inte1 s and
residents and whether the cost f that
sho uld be bome by hospita as a
patient cost or should be bon as an
educational cost needs to b completely reviewed.

But in this manpower area, thili:
there is no reason that I can ce for
continued conflict or contro' rsy. l
think that the medical profess 10 and
those outside see eye to eye on eneri
overall principles, and I would ertainly believe that during this com tg foUl
to eight years with Dr. Egebe g hert,
there is no reason why the ,1edical
school deans, the medical pro ession,
those concerned about medic I costs
and medical ideals couldn 't work .....'!tether that is true or not we can
~te for a long time, but speaking
together constructively to de,d mort
lll)re in a public relations sense than in
rapidly and more successfully \\ tth thJS
tlllbstantive sense, [ think it is time
particular problem.
:- ~e get together on this issue , and
ltebetieve it is significant that many of
the
Younger students coming up from
ORGANIZATION OF MEDIC<\L
medical schools today are much
CARE
llore in favor of group practice than
those in this room, who are
Now I would like to turn to 1
&eniors
in the medical profession.
question of the organizauon
medicaJ care.

ECONOMY OF OPERATIONS
Thirdly, I think the most persistent
problem that we are faced with today
in medical care is from the standpoint ,
speaking now of perhaps the nonprofessional , is what I could call the
interest, or renewed interest, in the
efficiency and economy of operations
in the medical care field.
l think that there must be a continued re-examination of new methods
and new procedures to deal with problems of delivery of care. Certainly, the
neighborhood health centers corning
into the problems of the intercity
struggle, with the problems of the
ghetto - the whole fact that there are
four million women, as we know from
the various studies, in the fertility age
group, from 15 to 44, who do not
have family service plans available to
them is something that certainly could
be resolved.

For those of you who are concerned, John Rockefeller and I were
co-chairmen on a committee for
family planning last year, and we carne
up with a reconunendation that in
three years it wiU be possible in the
Unikd States to bring family planning
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services to these four million women
at a relative cost o f about $ 120 million
a year, or $30.00 per woman.
This is not an insuperable financial
organizational question but it is one
that certainly ought to be explored as
another area of cooperation between
the medical profession and other nonhealth groups in working in that area.
What r am trying to say is simply
that we must not close o ur minds to
new ways of working in the community with people outside the
medical profession in the more effective organization and delivery of
medical care.
The American Medical Association
and various group!: have expressed that
health education and delivery of care
is not solely a matter of concern or
possible solution by the physician.
Matters of malnutrition and hunger
and family planning and lack of access
and Jack of understanding about
medical care are all certainly the responsibility of other people in the
community , and there must be new
methods and new ways of looking at
this.
I certainly agree that the whole
matter of continued expansion of utilization review must continue.

There is no question on the point, it
seems to me on reading the literature,
that there are people in hospitals who
do not need to be in hospitals. Some
of them are there too long; some of
them that are there do need to be
there at a given moment , and certainly
that ind '3tes the need for much
greater a,> al of review and utilization
review, a
I think it also means
consideratJ
of many more altema'ves to inst tiona! care.

Certainly, our Blue Cross ru
Blue Shield policies need to be
ly revised and extended to be st
home and office care are avail
well as home health services an
types of services that will I
person out of a day of hospit
wherever medically indicated.

l believe one of the big probl
will see developed within the
couple of years is rather a
revision of these Blue Shi1
Cross commericaJ policies to
.comprehensive care, including
hosp,ilal , non-institutional care
of the method of financing tl
This certainly has been a ke5
tent problem, but certainly on
now indicated on the part
professionals and those co
with fm ancing as well wit
capacity to resolve.

of our population in the United
- that are not covered under
insurance of any kind what. No Blue Cross - no Blue
- no commercial insurance a single penny or dime of coverOthers among the other 70 or
of the population have minimal
only inadequate coverage.

-""uu•y, after these 35 years, we
now that the principle is sound.
how to make it work.
1 UI.O~

concur in the prediction that it will
be long in the coming, in this
, when every single person in
United States will be insured under
health insurance policy for
care.

s part
, care.
persist hat ~

,f the
..:erned

THIRD PARTY PAYMENT

the great lesson of the
controversy is that if the
profession d oes not cooperate,
or later someone else will do
is needed without the co•••tion of the medical profession.

Now , the fourth persistent
is coverage of persons and ser\ .:es not
covered under health insuran ce

l would go back some 35 )
when J started as a young rna
field. How controversial th
issue of third party paymen
field of health insurance wa·
time!
I think one of the great e xr~ rien~
of our time is the way in w jch t~
medical profession and othe1' in t~
community have built into thJs ideaol
insurance third party paymc.:nts ti1J1
has been relatively success! ul as 1
method of dealing with on~ of tit
great p roblems of o ur time.
However, we all know that thereaJ!
very substantial groups - some 20 It

1941-42, when I was working on

farst legislation, I wrote a Jetter for
of the then important people
an offer to the American
Association to cooperate in
on the fir st health insurance
was turned down.
1961 , when I ftrst came in as
Kennedy's Assistant Secre1 wrote a Jetter for one of the
, offering the American
Association the opportunity
1Dmme1nt on the various provisions
was then the King-Anderson
and eventually became the MewBill. The opportunity was not
that was too bad. I think
of our problems in Medicare and
go back to that failu re on the

part of the medical profession not to
have had an opportunity for consulation and participation.
Where the participation in the Medicare program after 1965 was substantial, as we offered it in 1965 there
has been relatively good s~ccess.
Where there has been lack of cooperation and understanding, the
program has had certain failings.

And so I believe it will not be long,
and I would predict by 1976 in this
country, that every single one of the
then 220 million people in this
country wiU be covered under a
comp rehe nsive health insurance
policy. TI1e only question is how.
Now , [ think in this next year we
can find the formula to work together.
First , I believe very strongly that the
disabled ougl1t to be covered under
the Medicare program.
There are about one and a half
million people under the age of 65
already drawing Social Security benefits who are exactly in the same
situ at ion as those over 65 , and they
ought to be brought into the Medicare
program, just like senior citizens 65
or over.
Over half of any kind of voluntary
health insurance policy holders - and
most of them about six or eight
months or a year after they are disabled - lose those policies because
they are not able financially to keep
up their private insurance.
I think it would be a boon to private
insurance as well as to individuals to
have them covered under Medicare,
and l see no radical departure in the
extension o f that principle by covering
people who are old among the group,
who are o ld by chronologi.:al age and J
would hope that rather than opposing
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that fea ture when Congress begins to
consider it this faU and next year, that
the medical profession will snow
statesmanship in supporting it rather
than opposing it.
I think this wiiJ be one of the first
steps in the development of a cooperative relationship and working out
the developments of that so that its
administration will be successful.

PRESCRI PTIONS SHOULD BE

INCLUDED
I believe that the coverage of prescription drugs under the Medicare
program is also essentiaL I should say
quite frankl y that l view it with some
hesitancy because the problem of the
administration of a whole series of
prescriptions which are in the millions
is a very , very big administrative problem. I think our computers are not
completely equipped yet to deal with
this problem.
I would begin ill a very limited way,
taking only the most high cost long
continuing drugs and not start in a
comprehensive way, but for most of
our senior citizen;, who are living on
rather small incomes, and particularly
the four percent who have prescription
drug bills of over $250 a year - J
think we should insure those costs of
prescription drugs under the Medicare
program.
As I said to the drug businesses, the
drug companies - as I have said to the
pharmacists, and as I would say to
you, the time to get into talking about
the specifications and the administration or t1tat is in the beginning rather
than alt r it is the Law of the land
because
· tainly. as I stand before
you, am
hether you are for it or
against it
vould predict that sooner
or later 1 ·ould be the law of the
•tnd.
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PRENATAL CARE PROGRAM
It is a rather difficult thing
United States to realize that
only 14 or I 5 in the world in (
of infant mortality; that is, th
14 or 15 other countries whici'
lower infant mortality rate tJ
have.

could be effective and meaningful
new dialogue and a new discussion
to develop.

I said, J believe that health
- ura1nce wiiJ be extended during the
IJailllrirut decade to all these millions
don 't have it today , and on a
or on a basis that will assure a
comprehensive policy, including
hospital care and an incentive on
Right here in New York th ·e are
people out of high cost instiplaces where the infant mortal
care.
is as high as 35 or 50 fo1
thousand live births, and other
As a matter of fact , I think that if
it is as low as 15; there are other
is covered , we might even
it is as low as ten, and t here aro
in
that kind of a program
in Intercity Chicago where the:
every
physician in the country a
high as 40%.
mal-practice insurance coverWe also happen to know tha 0Ut or
the 3¥-t million women who d
child each year, there are son
think, as a matter of fact , that if
in the neighborhood of about I
could sit down in a room and
or seven hundred thousand by
how that could all be worked
studies that do not have , mprt- II, you would fm d there were many
hensive prenatal care at the •reseol thaotages to the profession.
time. Most of these women , of ·ourse,
are women in the fow income roups. ~ever , whether it is done by
among the black members ,f our
people to ~ign up under Blue
society, among the Appal .;hiaJJS.
or Blue Shield or commericaJ
among those with low edu l tion~
ce, or Medicare, in my mind
attainment with little heal. edu- llaaint
· s. one of the big open questions
cation , but the fact is th y sta
OUr time, and again , I say now is the
for the health professions and
produce 5, 6, 700,000 child ret a yell,
and without comprehensive r ·enatal. Glhers to sit down and explore that
an d possibly even postnatal ca1 .
~~io? , because if it is not explored,
I still tS going to be answered sooner
J believe that part of th• infaJll 8r later.
mortality, part of the materna. mortality, part of the lack of good ~ .:cess t&
the delivery of hea lth care "')uld ~
met if we were to develop a ompreFifth, one of the big persistent
hensive prenatal care program.
in my opinion is cooperation
tween public groups or consumers
But a Kiddie Care program,
lid the professions.
that should be handled thr •ugh
insurance mechanism or th r• ugh
As I see the problem, looking back
prenatal and child health (.Jre
:.!9.38 when the first Wagner BiUs
gram, is one of the questions on
mtroduced - that is a good sort
the cooperation of the medic. I

£

rlems
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of marking point - there was a period
of time in 1938 when the American
Medical Association and medical
groups evidenced an interest in coo peration wi t h consumers and
government.
By 1939 that had broken, and
roughly you might say that from 1940
to 1965 , some 25 years later, there
was a complete separation, because
there wasn't a reaUy effective opport unity for dialogue and exchange
of views.
It is my opm1on that with the
passage of Medicare and Medicaid, an
opportunity for an era of dialogue and
constructive communication is now
possible. The appointment of groups
like "Help Back the Health lnsurance
Committee ," with representatives on it
from a host of other bodies, advisers
from Medicare, and so on and so forth
that now enable us to communicate '
there ought to be more effectiv~
dialogue, but I believe it does mean
that there has to be this common
understanding, which I think has been
most difficult , and that is that consumers of medical care have a right to
express their views and their concern
about the quality of medical care, the
method of financing, and the method
of organization.

..

It is not possible, ladies and gentlemen , for 300,000 physicians in this
country, with 200 million population,
to completely determine aU of the
terms an d conditions that go into the
complex question of medical care
medical schools, medical educatio~
and delivery of care, access to care and
Blue Cross and Blue Shield and
Medicare.
I thmk the whole 200 million including the 300,000 physicians 'and
650,(100 nurses - in fact, all three
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million of the people working in the
health industries, have to be brought
together in a new kind of working
relationship. I believe that one of the
most important suggestions that I can
make is that the health professions a.nd
the physicians generally seek out
consumers of medical care and attempt to work with them in some kind
of a cooperative relationship.
I would recommend that in every

county medical society, every state
medical society, there be set up a joint
consumer medical committee to deal
with these new and - I shouldn't say
"new" - but with the current problems of pricing and costs and relationships with the medical profession.
There is no q Jestion in my mind
that prices and costs in medical care
are going to continue to rise. You and
1 can look upon that with some degree
of criticism, or some degree of unwillingness, but the fact of the matter
is if you look at the next ten years of
hospital costs, if you look at matters
relating to equipment, if you look at
the demand for medical care, there is
no other way but for the total expenditures in this country for medical
care to go up, and in my opinion they
will probably go up something in the
nature of about five billion dollars a
year.
We are spending 55 billion dollars a
year now for all aspects of health costs
in this country, and by that l mean
Blue Cross, Blue Shield, out-of-pocket
payments to doctors and hospitals, the
construction of hospitals, and other
facilities, and uursing homes, and
medical educatiou.
If you take the whole ball of wax of
what you 1d I and every one of the
200 miUic, people in this country
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paid, it is 55 billion dollars, little
over six percent of the gross r tiona!
product, and it is going up in >tla!'),
and percents, faster than p1 bab~
other items in the general cost t liviflt
index.
So it behooves aU of us, '
you are a physician, whether y
nurse, whether you are an ect
whether you are a consumer, ·
you are a politician - for t
sumer, and the politician , ;
physician , to begin to get toget

1ethet
• area
omist,
1ethet
!

con-

d tht
! r.

I don' t think this thing can~ solved
by the consumer unilaterall}. or tht
physician unilaterally, and it m't be
solved by the politicians uniJ ,erally.
If there is some way we ca· find a
mechanism that every one of • e thret
thousand counties in every or of the
50 states, that consumers 31' phyt
cians in other medical group~ vere to
work together, continually st dy and
bring in information to the 1 .blic
what is happening on demand >n
doing a kind of self-polic g, anl
showing the responsibility tl tt is;.
volved , l think it could well cl tnge!W
situation.

out other people in the comwho paid the tax bill , who
concerned about access and deof medical care.

I myself favored the transfer of the
of administering the
id program to the state health
ments from the state welfare
ments, but is is not possible in
states until there is a major
\.organization and reorientation of the
tale of the state health department
8ld its relationship to people outside
the health industry and to the
ective consumer participation,
re tax funds are being paid . I
ve that this is certainly an area of
cern.
~~~p>nsibility

e

Let me say in closing, there are lots
changes going on in our society at
present time. The changes that are
· g are not merely changes in
'cal care but , if you sat down
lves and put down a list and said
is happening in our total society,
sure many things happening are
For instance , let me give Y' J just •
ssing to you, as they are to me ,
illustration in the Medcaid pr blem. ~
tt is clear to me that vast changes
the administration of the Aedi~ teunder way.
program, most of the state agen~
that administer that program are sUtt
welfare agencies - not sta ~ heald I'~ whole presence of the Peace
"'IUUI'5 and Vista and the Teacher
agencies.
«:erpa, in affecting idealism and experiof young people in recent years,
Why is this? Because the st te
significant thing.
agencies have not in the 1 ast
particularly consumer- rie
don't need to tell you about the
because in the past it h a ~ been
effect that student participation
adaptation of the welfare
C:OUeges is having, and I predict we
and because the welfare
have significant changes in medical
whatever else their failings vere,
as well during this coming
whatever else their non-reh t
,
so
that when you gentlemen
to the medical profession an!, at

Linacrl
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go back to your medical schools, five
or six years from now, you will see a
vastly different study body than when
you went to school, with vastly different attitudes on the part of the
young people coming into medical
school. and certainly freshman classes
doubled in medical schools.
You wiU find more black people in
the medical schools - more women.
You will find more people with different social attitudes than those of us
who came up in education in the
thirties, forties and fifties.
Let me say I just finished making a
study of student participation in high
school, and I met with a group of
people who were telling me what kind
of student unrest is going on in the
elementary school, which was rather
devastating to me.
All I want to say is there is a lot of
change in attitude coming up. Don't
think that those who talk about
changes in medical care are just
picking on the medical profession.
They are not. It is pervasive throughout our society.
You look at the black militancy that
is occurring, and when you see collective bargaining about teachers in the
profession , and when you see movement of people out of cities and into
the suburbs, when you see industries
moving into the South, changing the
kinds of relationships there, when you
see the kinds of political realignments
going on in this country, where old
conventional attitudes about conservatism and liberalism are changing,
when you see Republican , Democrat
or Independent -what this is going to
be doing in the next eigh t years in our
bod~ politic - I only say to you th:lt
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these tremendous social changes that
are going on are not merely limited to
the United States of America, must
inevitably have equally an impact
upon physicians and on medical care.
Seven years from now, I think lam
right, is the 200th anniversary of the
Declaration of Independence of the
United States, in 1976. I think when
I 976 comes you are going to see a
vastly different America from the
one that was 1876, 1926 or 1956.
I might say that it is only about ten
years since Sputnik came about, and in
my opinion, when you look back and
try to trace some of these changes, the
appearance of the Russian Sputnik was
one of the most intensive factors in
changing our lives.

Why? Because it showed ·that the
United States of America no longer
had the exclusive scientific leadership
in the world, that other countries were
able to compete with us.
If we in the United States want to
retain our leadership, as I hope we
shall, retain our freedom and our
independence , a new era of constructive dialogue, constructive
working together, must occur.
And as one who was Secretary of
Health and Welfare in the last administration, l hope all of you will give
constructive aid to Secretary Finch
and to Dr. Egeberg in the development
of health policies.
I regret that it ha.s taken six or seven
months to appoint a new Assistant
Secretary of Health. Twenty billion
doUars in health affairs have been
spent durin)! that time while there was
no leader iP JUr nation's capital in this
area. We ha got to make up for lost
t1 me .

important to this discussion is

It is extremely important that

Dr. Egeberg and Secretary I
leadership we explore every P'
way to develop a new type
operation , a new era of good f
and an opportunity for the t
ation of any idea, no matte
controversial, no matter ho·
batable, so that we can still I
system of medical care on tl
hand that uses the talents ru
abilities of free men and free '
but at the same time accow
that objective which l think has
been the objective of the t
profession, which is that every
woman who needs medical ca
get the highest quality of medii
without regard to race, withou t
to religion , and without reg
income at the time that they ne
medical care.

Jte statement by Mr. Cohen that he
believes provision of medical health
is not solely the concern of the
Jihysician, it is the concern of the
J«Jple themselves and government as
welL (See the epilogue).

assured. It would have been interesting
however to have had his thinking on
these aspects of the problem.

t:lll't

Unfortunately in this article he does
his thoughts concerning the
rrciprocal rights of the physician,
'.jleriuzps on the assumption that the
Jlhysician and the profession as a
whole are capable of providing their
own built in safe guards both against
nal and professional abuses. The
~galion of the physician to provide
h care services to a noll-selected
lation seems, however, to be

~s

an or
wiU
I care

~gard
·d to
i that

F

11uoughout the essay he stresses
"cooperation" and certainly it is fair to
state that he strongly believes that
pro viders, consumer groups and politicians would have to meet in a spirit of
cooperation in order to provide a just
distribution of available health care
services. One cannot quibble with the
importance of the physician and his
related organizations joining in
dialogue with those concerned with
the health problem. "Cooperation" is
a point that needs stressing.
V.H.P.

Editorial Comment
There are certain areas in Mr. c 'hen's
reprinted talk and previousl published paper that are not striclt perfi.
nent to our current problem, , g., his
discussion of the medical schc. Jl cur·
riculum The paper is reprinted :n full.
however, in order to maint<·n tlrt
continuity ofMr. Cohen's thou lit.
It is obvious from Mr. Cohel' ~ con~
ments that he believes strong v that
every person should have hea h ·c~
coverage. He does not disc; ~s t/uJ
specifically as "a right" \· ith f1
without reciprocal obligations on tilt
part of the recipient or the ,,·ovider
(the physician). For those w ?ble to
provide health services from tf,f!ir o~
income, he anticipates go~ · rnmerrl
rmancing. It is realistiC tO aSSl ne thai
this would derive from gene~
revenue. Assumedly, those vble to
finance their own plan would cJv so.
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